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Abstract 
This paper presents and describes a quotient of the Artin braid group by commutators of transver- 
sal half-twists and investigates its group actions. We denote the quotient by Bn and refer to the 
groups which admit an action of Bn as B,,-groups. The group B,~ is an extension of a solvable 
group by a symmetric group. We distinguish special elements in Bn-groups which we call prime 
elements and we give a criterion for an element o be prime. /3n-groups appear as fundamental 
groups of complements of branch curves, © 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
Keywords: Braid group 
AMS classification: 20F36 
O. Introduction 
In this paper we describe a quotient of the Artin braid group by commutators of 
transversal half-twists and investigate its group actions. These groups turned out to 
be extremely important in describing fundamental groups of complements of branch 
curves (see, e.g., [5]). The description here is completely independent from the algebraic- 
geometrical background and provides an algebraic study of the groups involved, using 
a topological approach to the braid group. We denote the quotient by /3,~ and refer to 
the groups which admit an action of/3,~ as B,~-groups. In particular, we study /3 ,  the 
image of the pure braid group in /3,~, and prove that/3n is an extension of a solvable 
group by a symmetric group. The main results on the structure of/3~ are Theorem 6.4 
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and Corollary 6.5. We distinguish special elements in/3n-groups which we call prime 
elements, compute the action of half-twists on prime elements (Sections 2--4), and finally 
we give a criterion for an element o be prime (see Proposition 7.1). This criterion will 
be applied to the study of fundamental groups of complements of branch curves. 
Fundamental groups related to algebraic varieties are very important in classification 
problems and in topological studies in algebraic geometry. These groups are very difficult 
to compute. The group/3~, and the B~-groups appeared when we were computing such 
groups. It turns out that all new examples of fundamental groups of complements of 
branch curves are/3,~-groups and unlike previous expectations they are "almost solvable" 
(like/3~ itself). Our future plans arc to study/~,~-groups indpendent of the fundamental 
group problems. The ultimate goal is to classify all B~-groups. 
The paper is divided as follows: 
0. Introduction. 
l. Definition of B,~. 
2./3,~-groups and prime elements. 
3. Polarized pairs and uniqueness of coherent pairs. 
4./3,~-action of half-twists. 
5. Commutativity properties. 
6. On the structure of/3n and/%,~. 
7. Criterion for prime element. 
Throughout his paper we use the following notations: D is a disc, /£ is a finite 
subset of D, n = #K (n ~> 4), the braid group Bn = Bn[D,K] is the group of all 
diffeomorphisms /3:D --+ D which preserve / (  and act as an identity on 0D, under 
the equivalence relation that 131 ~ f12 if their actions on 7rt (D - K,  *) coincide. For 
any elements X,  Y in a group G we write Xy = Y J XY.  (The ordinary notation for 
conjugation is X Y = YXY- I . )  
1. Definition of/3~ 
In this section we define the group/3n. This group and the groups on which it acts 
(called/3n-groups) are the central objects of our investigation. We also introduce the basic 
notions of a frame and a good quadrangle. In Claim 1.1 and Lemma 1.2 we establish 
certain basic identities which will be used repeatedly in later sections. 
We recall here the definition of a half-twist in the braid group. 
Definition (Half-twist w.r.t. [ -1 /2 ,  1/2]). Consider Dj, the unit disc, ~:1/2 E DI. Take 
p: [0, 1] -+ [0, 1] continuous such that p(r) :- 7r for r ~< 1/2 and p(1) = 0. Define 
6 :D]  --+ D] by 6(re i°) --- re i(°+p(~)). Clearly, 6(1/2) = -1 /2 ,  6 ( - l /2 )  = 1/2, and 
61ooL = Id. The disc of radius 1/2 rotates 180 ° counterclockwise. Outside of this disc 
it rotates by smaller and smaller angles till it is fixed on the unit circle. Thus we get a 
braid [6] E B2[D., {~1/2}]. [6] is called the half-twist w.r.t, the segment [ -1 /2 ,  1/2]. 
Using the above definition we define a general half-twist. 
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Fig. 1. Half-twist w.r.t, a path. 
Definition (H(a) ,  half-twist w.r.t, a path a). Let D, K be as above, a, b E K. Let ~r be 
a path from a to b which does not meet any other point of K. We take a small topological 
disc D2 c D such that ~r C D2, D2 N K = {a, b}, see Fig. 1. We take a diffeomorphism 
~b: D2 --+ Di (unit disc) such that ~b(a) = [ -1 /2 ,  1/2], ~(a) = -1 /2 ,  ~b(b) : 1/2. We 
consider a "rotation" ~b3~b - I  : De --+ De; ~b3~ -1 is the identity on the boundary of De. 
We extend it to D by the identity. We define the half-twist H(a)  to be the conjugacy 
class of the extension of ~b&b -1 . 
We sometimes denote the path by x and the corresponding half-twist H(x)  by X. 
Definition. Let D, K be as denoted above. Let H(~rt) and H(cr2) be two half-twists in 
B~ : B,~[D, K]. We say that H(cq) and H(cr2) are (see Fig. 2): 
(i) weakly disjoint if or1 A or2 N K = 13. 
(ii) transversal if crl and ~r2 are weakly disjoint and intersect each other exactly once 
(and not in any point of K), i.e., Crl N a2 : one point, al N ~r2 N K = 0. 
(iii) disjoint if crl N a2 = 13. 
(iv) adjacent if crl n or2 N K = one point. 
(v) consecutive if they are adjacent and or1 N ~r2 do not intersect outside of K, i.e., 
or1 N or2 = point ~ K. 
(vi) cyclic if ch N a2 = 2 points E K. 
Claim 1.0. Let X, Y be two half-twists in B,~. Then: 
(i) If X,  Y are di.~joint, then IX, Y] = 1, i.e., XY  = YX .  
(ii) If X,  Y are consecutive, then (X, Y) = XYXY-1X- JY  -I = 1, thus XYX = 
YXY ,  Xy - ,  = Yx  and Xy- ,x - ,  = Y. We say then that X and Y satisfy the triple 
relation. 
(iii) l f  X = H(x)  is represented by a diffeomorphism /3 and Y = H(y),  then Yx  = 
X IYX  = H((y)~). I fX  and Y are consecutive, then (y)/3, x and y create a triangle 
whose interior contains no points of I(  (see Fig. 3). 
(iv) If Xi, X2, X3 are three consecutive half-twists (see, for example, Fig. 6) then 
: 
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(i) 
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(ii) (iii) 
J 
"--3 
(iv) (v) 
Fig. 2. Relation of half-twists. 
(vi) 
Fig. 3. 
Proof. We will use the following observation: if a half-twist in Bn is determined by 
a 180 ° rotation around c~, then its inverse is determined by a clockwise rotation. An 
equation in Bn[D,/(] may always be verified by studying the action of each side of the 
equation on a set of generators of the fundamental group 7rj (D - / ( ,  ,). The action of 
a half-twist on a simple loop is easy to determine: if a, b E K, and Ft and F2 are two 
simple loops around a and b, respectively, and if o- connects a and b (o- N K = {a, b}), 
then H(cr) transfers FI to F2, F2 to F2Fj F2 j , and does not move any simple loop around 
any other point of K. H(c~) -1 transfers F1 to Fj-IF2FI and F2 to F1. 
Claims (i), (ii) and (iii) follow from the above observation. For example, for (iii), and 
X, Y" consecutive half-twists with x n y = b note that/3 transfers b to c and fixes a 
(see Fig. 3). Thus it transfers y to a path connecting a and c. Thus H((y)f l )  fixes b and 
interchanges a and c. The same is true for X- Iyx  and thus they coincide. If X and Y 
are disjoint, (iii) is a trivial result of (i) and the above observation. Items (i) and (ii) are 
well-known properties of the braid group. 
Claim (iv) is a consequence of (i) and (ii) as follows: In /3n [X1,X3] = ! and 
(XI ,X2) = (X3 ,X2)  = 1. Thus, by (ii), XiXf 'XV  1 = Xf 'X i IX j  for (i,j) = (2,3), 
(1,2), (3, 2), (2, 1). We shall use these relations in the following list of equations: 
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[X2,(X2)x, x3] = [X2, X31XI IX2X IX3]  
= X2X31XI  1X221X3X~I  3 I X l l  X21X lX~ 
= XeX;' x;' xex(x;' x;',x2x<' 
~Xl lX2 lX ;  
• J 
= X2X31XIlX2XIX21XI1X-IXglXIXIX3_ ,, ., 3 
r 
= X2X31XI2X2X31Xg- Ix (x3  
X~IX~- Ix3 
= X2X32X/2.~/21 zI£~X3 
~- (X3)x2 2 "~ "~ _' (X1)x,_ 'X' IX3" [] 
Remark. (a) XYX = YXY  is called the triple relation. 
(b) Claim (iv) will be used in the proof of Lemma 1.2 which is the first step in 
understanding/3n. 
Definition (/~). Let n ~> 4. /}~ is the quotient of B,~, the braid group of order n, by 
the subgroup normally generated by the commutators [H(crt), H(~r2)], where H(al)  and 
H(cr2) are transversal half-twists. 
Notation. Let Y E B,,~. We denote the image of Y in /}~ by Y. If Y is a half-twist 
in B,~ we call 1~ a half-twist in /?,. We call two half-twists Y, X in B,~ disjoint 
(or weakly disjoint, adjacent, consecutive, transversal) if Y, X are disjoint (or weakly 
disjoint, adjacent, consecutive, transversal). 
Definition (A frame of Bn). Let K = {a l , . . . ,a~}.  Let cri, i = l , . . . ,n -  1, be a 
consecutive s quence of simple paths in D connecting the points of K such that el N K = 
{a,~, ai+l } and 
0, iC j ,  j+ l ,  
O-i A O'j = a j, i = j -- 1, 
aj+l, i= j+ l .  
Then {X,i =/=I(c~i)} is a frame of B~, and {Xi} is a frame of/~n. 
Remark. We also refer to a frame as a standard base of /3~. By the classical Artin 
theorem, a frame generates/3~ (see [1]). 
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Fig. 4. Good quadrangle. 
Definition (Polarized half-twist, polarization). We say that a half-twist X C B~ (or)(  
in Bn) is polarized if we choose an order on the end points of X. The order is called 
the polarization of X (or)(). 
Definition (Orderly adjacent). Let X, Y (or X, Y) be two adjacent polarized half-twists 
in Bn (respectively in/~n). We say that X, Y (or X, Y) are orderly adjacent if their 
common point is the "end" of one of them and the "origin" of another. 
Definition (Good quadrangle). Let H(cri), i = 1,.. .  ,4, be four half-twists uch that 
H(cri) is consecutive to H(cri+l) (mod4), H(~ri) is disjoint from n(cri+2) (mod4) and 
4 in the disc with boundary U~=~ cri there are no points of K (see Fig. 4). 
We say that {H(cri)} is a good quadrangle in B,~, and {H(cri)} is a good quadrangle 
in/3~, 
Claim 1.1. (a) Transversal, disjoint ~ weakly disjoint. Consecutive ~ adjacent. 
(b) Every two transversal or disjoint half-twists commute. Every two consecutive half- 
twists satisfy the triple relation (XYX = YXY  or X - IYX  = YXY- J ) .  
(c) Any two half-twists are conjugate to each other. It is possible to choose the conju- 
gacy element such that it commutes with any half-twist which is disjoint from the given 
two half-twists. 
(d) Any two pairs of disjoint (or transversal, consecutive, cyclic) half-twists are con- 
jugate to each other. 
(e) Any two good quadrangles are conjugate to each other. 
(f) Ever), two pairs of orderly adjacent (nonorderly adjacent) consecutive half-twists 
are conjugate to each other, preserving the polarization. 
Proof. If the statements hold for Bn, they also hold for/3,~. We shall prove them for B~. 
(a) By simple geometric observation i (D, k). 
(b) By Claim 1.0(i)-(ii). 
(c) We consider here only two cases: the half-twists X, Y are consecutive; the half- 
twists X, Y are disjoint. For X and Y consecutive we get from (b) that (X ) rx  --- Y. For 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 5. 
X = H(x)  and Y = H(y)  disjoint half-twists, we choose a simple path cr connecting 
an end point of x with an end point of 9 and do not meet any other point of K and 
any other point of z U y. Denote Z = H(a) .  Since X is consecutive to Z and Z is 
consecutive to Y we get from the first case that (X )zxyz  = (Xzx)yz  = Zyz  = Y. 
(d) We only consider here the case in which (X1, Xa) and (YI, Y2) are two pairs 
of disjoint half-twists. By (c) there exist bl such that (Xj)bj = YI and b2 such that 
(X2)62 = Y2. Since X1 is disjoint from X2, for bj chosen as in (c) we get (X2)bl = X2. 
Similarly, (Yl)b2 = Yl. Let b -- bib2. We get (X1)b = Yl and (X2)b = Y2- 
(e) Without loss of generality we can assume that the quadrangles are disjoint (the 
paths and the interior). Take two disjoint quadrangles as in Fig. 5(a). Let zi (i = 1,3) be 
a simple path connecting the end point of xi with the beginning point of Yi (i = 1,3), 
see Fig. 5(b). Let bl = ZIXIY1Z1, b3 = Z31X31Y3-1Z3 I. The choice of bl assures 
that (X1)b, = Yl, (X3)b3 = Y3 (see (c)). Moreover, (X3)6, = X3, (Y1)b, = Yi. Let 
b = bib3. Clearly, (X1)b ---- YI and (X3)  b = Y3. We still have to show that (X2)b = Y2, 
(X4)b = Y4. Now, (X2)b = (X2)z,x,~sz, ~-,x3,y?,z3 ~. By Claim 1.0(i) (X2)z~ = X2. 
By Claim 1.0(iii) (Xz)x~ = H(t l )  where tl connects the two end points of X2 and Xi 
that do not intersect (see Fig. 5(b)). By Claim 1.0(i), H(tl  )y, = H(t~ ). By Claim 1.0(iii), 
H(t l )z ,  = H(t2). Alternately, we apply Claim 1.0(i) and Claim 1.0(iii) and finally get 
(X2)b = Y2. Similarly, we get (X4)b = Y4. 
(f) The choices made in (b) preserve the polarization. [] 
Lemma 1.2(b) is an important relation in /3n; its discovery was the first step in un- 
derstanding the structure of/~,~. 
Lemma_ _1"2" ff- QY~}, i=  1, . . .  ,4, is a good quadrangle in B~, then 
(a) YIY~ : Y3YI, 
(b) Y laY2Y42yf2  normalh,~ generates ker(B,~ --+/3,~). In particular, ~2~21 3 = y2_ g2. 
Proof. (a) Since ~ and Y3 are disjoint half-twists, Claim 1.1(d) implies that they com- 
mute. 
(b) Since all pairs of transversal half-twists are conjugate to each other, ker(B,~ -+ B~) 
is normally generated by any such commutator or a conjugate of it. So to prove (b) it 
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(a) (b) 
X, ×3 
(c) 
Fig. 6. 
is enough to show that y2y2y-2y-2  is conjugate to a commutator f transversal half- I 3 4 2 
twists. 
Let X1, X2, X3 be 3 half-twists uch that Xi and X2 are consecutive, X2 and X3 
are consecutive and Xl and X3 are disjoint. Denote Xi = H(xi), i = 1,2,3. We use 
Claim 1.0(iii) to get a geometric description of 
(x3)x;, = H((.3)X2') (: (x2)x,) 
and of 
(Xl)x#, = H((xl)X2 I) (= (X2)x,) 
(see Fig. 6(a)). We thus get that XI, (X3)x(,, X3, (XJ)x(, is a good quadrangle. 
By Claim 1.0(iv), 
(X32)x:,(X,)  -2 ¥-2y2  [X2,(Xe)x,x,] . Xzl"C~l "~'3 
By Claim 1.0(iii) applied twice, (X2)x, x3 is transversal to X2 (see Figs. 6(b) and 6(c)). 
--I --2 2X2 Therefore (X3)x (, (X1)x(,XI 3 is a commutator f transversal half-twists. 
Since every two quadrangles are conjugate to each other, g-2y-2~ey2 is conju- 2 4 1 3 
gate to a commutator f transversal half-twists. As explained in the beginning this is 
enough to conclude that YI2y32Y4-aY2 -2 normally generates ker(Bn -~ B,~). In particu- 
lar, YI2Y32Y4-2Y2 -2 = l and y,,2y..213 ~--- Y'~ Y4 . 2~2 [] 
2. Bn-groups and prime elements 
In this section we define a/3,~-group, rime elements of B,~-groups and their supporting 
half-twist. We present basic properties of a prime element (Lemma 2.1) and we prove two 
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criteria for an element o be prime (Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4). These criteria are necessary 
steps for Proposition 7.1 in which we prove a criterion for prime elements which is easier 
to apply. These elements are called prime elements ince they satisfy an existence and a 
uniqueness property as proven in Theorem 3.3. 
Definition (B,~-group). A group G is called a/3~-group if there exists a homomorphism 
/3,,--+ Aut(G). For g E G and b ~ /~T~ we denote by gb or (g)b, the element obtained 
from b acting on g. 
Definition (Prime element, supporting halJ=twist, corresponding central element, axioms 
of prime elements). Let G be a/3,~-group. An element 9 E G is called a prime element of 
G if there exists a half-twist X C B~,, and T C Center(G) with T 2 = I and 7-6 = w Vb ~ i~, 
such that: 
(1) g~_~ = g- IT ;  
(2) for every half-twist Y adjacent o X we have: 
-1 
(a) gxY- ,x - ,  - gy g~?-,, 
=g- I  
(b) g? 'x  ' g? ,; 
(3) for every half-twist Z disjoint from X, g7 = g. 
The half-twist X (or 2f) is called the supporting half-twist of g- 
The element ~- is called the corresponding central element. 
We shall refer to (1), (2) and (3) as Axiom (1) Axiom (2), Axiom (3), respectively. 
The following lemma gives the basic properties of prime elements. 
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a B,<group. Let g be a prime element in G with supporting 
half-twist X and corresponding central element T. Then: 
( l )g~=g~:  , =g  ~- ,g~:=g.  
(2) 97 ~_ = gT VY  consecutive half-twist to X.  
(3) [9,9? ,] = T VY  consecutive half-twist to X.  
Proof. (1) 
g~-2 (glY ' ) .~ '  (g- IT)  l~-' (g--1),~ 1 T (g--IT)--I = ~ = " = T=g 
Axiom (1) ::~ g~ = gy_,  = g-IT. 
(2) 
- - (g?  
Axiom (2) --1 
= g~,  "g 'T .  
On the other hand, 
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g,~-Iy-lX I--g?-lx 1`7 1-  (g?-IX-,)?-[ Axiom (2)(g_lg`7_l)~_~ 
-1 
=g~- I  "g? 2' 
Thus, .q~-2 : gT". 
(3) 
Axiom (2) --1 (1) lg~`7_,  --1 . T 2. 
gY?- ,  x - ,  = g~ g~`7- ,  = 9x  = g " g`7_, 
On the other hand, 
gx`7 ,~-, = g- lT V- '~- '  = g - I .gv_ ,  "7=97_ , 'g 'T .  
gZ1 . -J - i  . g - I  7.-1 Thus, 9" y_, =97 , '9T,  97- , '9"97_ ,  = =7,  and[g,7 , ,9 ]=r"  [] 
Lemma 2.2. Let G be a Bn-group. Let 9 be a prime element in G with supporting half- 
twist X and corresponding central element 7-. Let b E Bn. Then 9b is a prime element 
with supporting half-twist Xb and central element 7-. 
Proof. We use the fact that (ab)c = (ac)b~ and (ab)c = ache. We have to prove three 
properties: 
(1) 
gy-,  = g -17- ~ (gy- ,  )b : (g - lT )b  ~ gx-'b = gb l  T- =~ gbb-' .~-'b = (gb)-lT- 
(gb)~;~ = (gb)-~ "7-. 
(2) Let Y be a half-twist adjacent o Xb. Then 115-' is adjacent o X and satisfies 
Axiom (2) of prime elements for g, X and Yb 1 . Namely: 
-1 
- - l  ~ and g~_,, ~_~ = g~ g-~l" g~, ,~- ,  = g %j ' ,  
-1 --_~ gy  , - -  ~ = (g - lg~_ l )b  
(gb)(Yb-, X-')b = (gb)-I (gb)?-, ~ (gb)?~[, = gb I " (gb)?-,. 
(b) g~_,,~_, -~ -~ = g  g~=,  ~ (gb):~b`7-,~ : '  = (gb)~(gb)~?_, .  
(3) Let Z be a half-twist disjoint from Xb. Then Zb-, is disjoint from X. Then 
9~b_, = g. We conjugate 95~, = g by b to get: (gb)~ = gb. [] 
We need the following technical lemma on Bn to prove later a criterion for a prime 
element in a/?,-group. 
Claim 2.3. Let (X I , . . . ,  Xn- I )  be a frame in Bn = B,[D, K]. Let 
C(X, )  = {b E Bn ] [b ,X , ]  = 1} (centralizerof X,) ,  
Cp(XI) = {b ~ Bn [(X1)b = X,,  preserving the polarization}. 
Let a = X2X~X2. Then C(X, )  is generated by {X,,  a, X3 , . . . ,  X~}, Cp(X1) is gener- 
ated by {X~, or, X3 , . . . ,  X,,}. 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 7. 
Proof. Let K = {a i , . . . ,  a,~}. Let x i,..., ., ~cn_ x be a system of consecutive simple paths 
in D, such that Xi = H(x,:) (H(xi) is the halt-twist corresponding to :ri; :r~ connects 
ai with ai+l). Let Fi . . . .  ,F,, be a free geometric base of 7 r l (D-  K,*)  consistent 
with (X1 . . . .  ,X,~ j) (that is, (Fi+j)Xi = F~, (Fi)Xi = ~F~+IFi  -1, (Fj)X~ = Fj for 
j # i, i + 1). We can assume that the :ri do not intersect he "tails" of Fj,...,/~,~. 
Let Kl be a finite set of D obtained from K © {xj} by contracting xl to a point 
~2 C Xl, K. = {a%ct3,...,o,,z }. Let B,,_~ = B¢~ I[D,K~]. Let Y2 , . . . ,E , - ,  be a 
frame of B,~_ i, where Y~ can be identified with X~ for i ~> 3. 
Let H = {b ~ B,~_t ] (fiz)b = fi2}. From the short exact sequence 
(P,,-L the pure braid group) we can conclude that H is generated by ~, . . . ,  Y,~ i and 
by the generators of P,~_ 1. We remove the generators of P,~_ i that can be expressed in 
terms of ~ ,  . . . ,  E,  I (see [1,2] and [3, Section IV]) and conclude that H is generated 
by Y~, ~, . . . ,  E,,. The element Yf corresponds to the motion .3A' of a2, a3 , . . . ,  a,~ 
described as follows: ~2, a4 . . . .  , a~, stays in place and a3 is moving around fi2 in the 
positive direction (see Figs. 7(a) and (b)). 
We define a homomorphism ~b:Cp(Xj)-+H as follows: 
Let U be a "narrow" neighborhood of xj such that A --= OU is a simple loop. Take 
b ~ Cp(X1). It can be represented by a diffeomorphism/3: D --+ D such that f l(K) = K, 
,[~]ifD = IdaD and 3]K = Idu (U = U © A). 
The diffeomorphism/3 also defines an element of B,~-I[D, Kj]. This element is in 
fact in H since gt 2 ~ zl and thus (fi2)/3 -= a2. Denote this element by ~(b). The 
map @ constructed i~ this way is obviously a homomorphism, ~:Cp(X l ) -÷H.  Clearly, 
X3, . . . ,X , - I  E Cp(X1). Clearly, ~(Xi)  = Y/ for i ~> 3. Let .h,l be the following 
motion (D ,K) :  aj, a2, a4, . . . ,  a~ are stationary and a3 goes around al, a2 in the 
positive direction (Fig. 7(b)). Let u be the braid in Cv(X I ) induced from the motion A/I. 
Clearly, ~ti(u) = Y22. Thus, ~ is onto and ~(u), ~(X3), . . . ,  qs(X,~-l) generate H. One 
can check that u = Z31Z~2. But Z31 ---- X2XIX2  1 and Z3z = X2. Thus u = ~7. Thus 
Cp(Xi) is generated by <7, X3 . . . . .  X~- I  and a set of generators for ker~. 
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Consider lrl (D -KUx j ,  *). Let F2 be the path obtained by connecting A with • E 0D 
by a simple path intersecting each of F~, . . . ,  Fn only at *. We get a (free) geometric 
base F2, ~ ,  . . . ,  F~ of ~r i (D- (KUx, ) ,  *). It is obvious that F2 = F1F2. ~(b) defines 
in a natural way an automorphism of 7rt (Dk U {XI }, *) such that ~/i(b) does not change 
the product/~2F3-.' F,~, and (F2)~(b) is a conjugate of F2. 
Consider now any Z E ker ~b. We have (F2)Z  = ?2(?2 = FIF2), (Fj)Z = l~j Vj = 
3, . . . ,  n. This implies that Z can be represented by a diffeomorphism which is the identity 
outside of U, that is, Z = X(, g E Z. Since Z C Cp(X~), g must equal 0 (mod2). 
Thus, Cp(X~) is generated by X 2, ~, X3, . . . ,  Xn-~. Clearly, C(X~) is generated 
by Cp(X I )  and X1. [] 
Lemma 2.4. Let{X, , . . . ,  Xn.-, } be a frame in Bn, (X , , . . . ,  X.=-,) their images in 
B~. Let G be a Bn-group. Let u E G,r E G be such that 
(1) u~F, = u- J r  with r 2 = 1, 7- E Center(G), r b = rgb E Bn; 
(2a) u~_,; ._,  = u- I  u;.2 ' ; 
(2b) uv,~2 ,~,, = uZxl uv,~2 ,; 
(3) uy,  = ug j  = 3 , . . . ,n -  1. 
Then u is a prime element in G, and X1 is its supporting half-twist and r is its central 
element. 
Proof. Let Z E B~ be any half-twist disjoint from Xi, ,~ be the image of Z in /3n. 
3b E B~ such that (Xj)b = Xl, (X3)6 = Z. By Claim 2.3, b belongs to the subgroup of 
B .  generated by Xj, X3 , . . . ,  X,~_l and cr = X2X2X2. Let b and ~ be the images of b 
and cr in Bn. We have 
= %  = = 
= uxL-,  , = • ' 
= TU~.-," (7"U-I)..~2,VI-, = T2/Z~'2'U~I-'--o T(7"U) = U. 
= - = u for j ~> 3 (by assumption (3)) and u;.~ = u (by Then ua u. Now: Ux~ 
assumption (1)). Thus, if Xj appears in b an even number of times, then Ub = u. 
Otherwise we replace b by bXi. The "new" b satisfies the same requirement for b as 
above, as well as the equation u b = u. Thus, we can assume u~, = u. We have 
up = u~,_~g, = u~,  = u~, = u. 
Let Y be a half-twist in B,~ adjacent o X1. Ybl E B,, such that (Xz)b~ - :  X I ,  
(Xz)b~ = Y. Let Di and Y be the images of bl and Y in/3,~. As above, we can choose 
bj so that ug~ = u. Applying bl on the assumptions (2a) and (2b) we get (using ug,~ = u, 
(£,)~, = XI,(X2)~, = Y): 
u~ ,~_, = u- lug_,  and u~.7_~_ ,  = uZxlu~,~_,. [] 
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3. Polarized pairs and uniqueness of coherent pairs 
In this section we extend the notion of a polarized half-twist to prime elements, and we 
create polarized pairs which consist of a prime element and its supporting half-twist when 
considered polarized. We also extend the notion of braids preserving the polarization to 
coherent pairs. 
The main results of this section are Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.5. In Theorem 3.3 
we establish the unique existence of a polarized pair, with a given supporting half-twist 
coherent to an original polarized pair. We denote by Lh,~(T ) the unique prime element 
with supporting half-twist T in the new polarized pair which is coherent to (h, 3~). In 
Corollary 3.5 we prove simultaneous conjugation. 
Definition (Polarized pair). Let G be a Bn-group, h a prime element of G, X its sup- 
porting half-twist. If X is polarized, we say that (h, X) (or (h,)()) is a polarized pair 
with central element r, 7 = hh~:_,. 
Definition (Coherent pairs, anticoherent pairs). We say that wo polarized pairs (hi, Xl ) 
and (h2, 3~2) are coherent (anticoherent) if 3b E/3~ such that (hl)g = h2, (3~l)b = X2, 
and b preserves (reverses) the polarization. 
Corollary 3.1. Coherent and anticoherent polarized pairs have the same central element. 
Proof. The prime elements of coherent and anticoherent pairs are conjugate to each 
other. Thus by Lemma 2.2 we get the corollary. [] 
We need the following lemma to prove later the unique existence of a polarized pair 
with given supporting half-twist coherent to an original polarized pair. 
Lemma 3.2. Let G be a B~-group. Let h ~ G be a prime element with supporting 
half-twist X. Let b E Bn. Then Xb = X preserving the polarization ~ h~ -- h. 
Proof. We can choose a set of standard generators for B,~[D,K], {X l , . . . ,X~- i}  
with XI = X. Let cr = X2X~X2. Consider Cp(X1), the centralizer of Xj, preserv- 
ing the polarization. By Lemma 2.3, Cp(X±) is the subgroup of Bn generated by 
X~, ~, X3, . . . ,  X,~_l. Since )(3, . . . ,  X,~_I are disjoint from )(i, they do not 
change h (by Axiom (3) of prime elements). By Lemma 2.1, h~( = h. Consider 
h 5. , = h.~,_._,~_2~71. Wehave: 
ha_, = h .~F,~F2~,  ` = (h~F I~F , )~F ,~. ; ,  Axiom (2) (h  lh~- , ) .~_ ,~2-1  
=(hLx~'hxF'x,_ ')xT'. Axiom (2) (rh.h-'h~_,)~_~z : 
Lemma 2.1 (2) 
= rh~-2 = rhr = h. 
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Thus ho = h. Thus, for every generator 9 of Cp(X), ho = h. Since b E Cp(X), h~, = 
h. [] 
Theorem 3.3 (Existence and uniqueness). Let G be a B~-group. Let (h, f2) be a polar- 
ized pair of G. Let T be a polarized half-twist in Bn. Then there exists a unique prime 
element g E G such that (9, T) and (h, X) are coherent. 
Proof. Let X, T E Bn be polarized half-twists representing )( and T. 3b E B~ such that 
T = Xb preserving the polarization. Let b be the image of b in/3~. Taking 9 = h~, we 
obtain a polarized pair (g, T) coherent with (h,)(). To prove the uniqueness of g, assume 
that (9~, T) is another polarized pair coherent with (h, _~). Then 3bl E Bn with 9, = hg, 
and T = Xb,, preserving the polarization. We have T = Xb, = X6 and Xb, b-, = X. 
Denote b2 = bib -l, so Xb2 = X (preserving the polarization). By the previous lemma, 
hg,2 = h. Thus, h~, = h~ or g = 91. [] 
Definition (L(h,~) (T)). Let (h, _~) be a polarized pair. Let T E /3,~. We denote by 
L(h,~ )(T) the unique prime element such that (L(h,~) (T), T) is coherent with (h,)(). 
Lemma 3.4. Assume (h, f2) and (9, X) are polarized pairs. Let 7- be the central element 
of (g, X). If (h, f() is anticoherent to (g, X) then h = g-i . 7". 
Proof. By assumption, 3b E Bn such that g = h/~ and X = Xb, reversing polariza- 
tion. Thus Xbx-~ = X, preserving the polarization. Thus (hL~_,,)() is coherent with 
(h/,~_,,)~g~_,). Clearly, (h,)() is coherent with (hL~ ~, X/~_, ). From uniqueness, 
h = hg,~_~ = 9~_~. Since 7- is the central element of (9, X),  7- = 9.g~_~. Thus, 
gx ~ = g -17- .  So h = 9-17-. [] 
From uniqueness we get simultaneous conjugation: 
Corollary 3.5. If (ai, X)  is coherent with (9i, Y), i = 1,2, then there exist b E B such 
that (ai)b = gi, i = 1,2. 
Proof. Let b be the element of/?~ such that (al)b = 9~, (J()b = Y. Now, ((a2)b, (X)b) 
is coherent with (a2, 2) .  Since (X)b = Y, ((a2)b, Y) is coherent with (a2, X). The pair 
(92, ~') is also coherent with (a2, X). From uniqueness, (a2)b = 92. [] 
4. Bn-action of half-twists 
In this section we study the action of half-twists on prime elements. We compute it for 
the case when the half-twist is adjacent to the supporting half-twist (Proposition 4. l) and 
for the case in which it is transversal (Lemma 4.2). The action of a disjoint half-twist is 
part of the defining axioms of prime elements (Axiom (3)). 
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Proposit ion 4.1. Let G be a B,~-group. Let (h, X)  be a polarized pair of G with cor- 
responding central element T. Let T, Y be two oMerly adjacent polarized half-twists 
in t3,,,. Denote by Y' the polarized ha!f-twist obtained from Y by changing polarization 
(that is, T, Y' are not orderly adjacent). Denote by 
L(T )  : L(r )  : L(V') : 
Then 
( I )  L(T )~_ ,  = L(T) - IT ;  
(2) L(T)?  , = L(T)L(Y) ;  
(3) L(T)(~,) , = L (Y ' ) - ' L (T ) .  
Proof. (1) By Lemma 2.1(1). 
(2) Let b ~ B~ be such that L(T) = h b and T = Xb, preserving the polarization. Let 
YI = Yt, ,. Then X, Y1 are adjacent half-twists (X = T~,-,, Y1 = Yb ,), and so 
Applying {~ to that equation, we get 
(L (T ) ) [  ,~ , = L(T ) - ' L (T ) [ _ , ,  
or  
L(T)~_, = L(T ) .L (T ) [ _ ,~_ , .  
Let bl = bY- IT  -1. Then Xb, = Xby 'T ' = Ty 'T ' = Y (Ty-~ = YT since Y, T 
are adjacent). Since T, Y are orderly adjacent and Xb = T, preserving the polarization, 
one can easily check that actually Xb, = Y, preserving the polarization. Due to uniqueness 
of L(h,~)(Y ) = L(Y), we get L(Y)  = h~,, = h~,~_,~ , = L(T)~_,~_,. Together with 
the previous equation we get: L(T )? ,  = L(T)L(Y) ,  which is (2). 
(3) From (2) we get 
L(T)[ ,  _, = L(T) [ _ ,  = L(T)L(Y) .  
By Lemma 2.1 [L(T),L(T)~_,] = T. Using (2) we substitute L(T )L (Y )  instead of 
L(T)?  ~ and get 
~- = [L(T), L(T)L(Y)]  : [L(T); L(Y)] 
and 
L(T )L (Y )  = TL(Y)L(T) .  
Thus L(T)~.,_, = ~-L(Y)L(T). Using Yy , = Y' (preserving the polarization) and 
uniqueness, we can write L(Y ' )  = L(Y)~_, .  By (1), L(Y)[_~ = L(Y) - IT ,  and 
thus L(Y')  = L(Y)- I~ ". As a consequence, we get L(T)~,_~ = L(Y ' ) - I  L(T),  which 
is (3). [] 
Lemma 4.2. Let G be a Bn-group. Let h E G be a prime element with supporting 
ha!fitwist X. Let Z be a ha!f-twist in B~ transversal to X. Then h-~ : h. 
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Fig. 8. 
Proof. Let x, z be two transversally intersecting simple paths corresponding to X, Z 
(see Fig. 8). 
There exists a simple path y such that the corresponding half-twist Y is adjacent o 
X and Z, and ZI = Zy-2 is disjoint from X. Let zl be the path corresponding to Zj 
(see Fig. 8). We have 
h~ : h~-2~2 Lemma 2.1 (hT_)~. ~2 = (hT)~2 = hT.  7 : h. [] 
5. Commutativity properties 
In this section we compute the commutator f prime elements depending on the relative 
location of their supporting half-twists. We also prove a commutativity result fo r /3  (the 
image of P~, the pure braid group, in B~) to be used in studying the structure o f /3  as 
a/3~-group in Section 6 (see Lemma 6.1). 
Proposition 5.1. Let G be a Bn-group. Let (91, ~) ,  (g2, Y2) be two polarized pairs 
of G. Assume that they are coherent or anticoherent. Let 7- be the corresponding central 
element of (91, ~ ) (~" = gl (91)~-~ ). Then 
(1) tfYi, Y2 are adjacent, then [gl,g2] = "r; 
(2)/f  Y1, Y2 are disjoint or transversal, then [9,, 92] = 1. 
Proof. We use in the proof a few identities concerning commutators in a group: 
[a, bc] = [a,b][a, cJb-, [a, ba] = [a,b-'] -1 = [a,b], b-t 
[a, a-lb] = [a, b]~ = [b, a -']. 
(1) Assume first that (g , ,~) ,  (g2,~) are coherent. Take b E Bn with g2 = (gl)b, 
= (~)b (preserving the polarization). Let b l - -  ~-~- i .  By Claim 1.1(b) (~)b~ = 
~.  Assume that bl preserves the polarization of Yl, Y2. We have ((gl)b,, Y2) and (g2, Y2) 
coherent with (gl, Y1 ). By Theorem 3.3 (the uniqueness part) we get (gl)b~ = g2. Thus 
we have 
92 (9,)b,  Ax iom (2) _ ,  
= = = gl  
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and 
Lemma 2.1(3) 
b,,g2l = [g,,g~-'O,)~-, l  ~ [g~,O~)~,-,jg, = 7~, =7.  
If bl does not preserve the polarization of Y1, Y:, then b: = blgz does preserve it. As 
above, we get 
--1 .q2 ---- (gl)V; ~-- (gl)~a ,-~, ,~-) ----- (g l )5~- ,~, - ,  : (g( -17)~.- '~ -' = T(gl )~. - 'g | ,  
and then 
[g~ g2] [g, - '  , = ,70 ,  )~: - ,g , l - - [g , ,0c l )F , l  
-- [gl (g l )~- , J  - I  Lemma 2.1(3)~_ 7. 
' (gr)~__ j 
Assume now that (91, ~ ), (92, ~)  are anticoherent. Denote by Y2' the half-twist ob- 
tained from 92 by changing polarization. One can then check that (gl, ~'l ), ((g2),~(~, ~)  
are coherent. By the above 7 = [g~, (g2)~:_-,]. By Corollary 3.1, 7 is also the central 
element of (92.92). Thus 7 = g2(92),~-~, which implies (g2),~-~ -1 = 92 7. Thus 
7 = [g,, (g2),~-, ] = [gl, g2  17] = [gl, g2 1 ] = [gl, g2]g-2 I.
Thus, Igl, gz] ~: 7g~ I : T. 
(2) We can assume that (9,, Yl ), (92, 92) are coherent. (Otherwise, we replace Y2 by 
~r and 92 by (92)~-~ and use [g,, (92)~2-~] = [9~,92]~ 1 as in (1).) 
Consider first the case where Y1, Y2 are disjoint. We can choose a standard base of 
B,~, say (XI, X%. . . ,  )(n_ 1) such that )~l = YI, X3 = Y2 and the given polarizations 
of Yl, ~ coincide with "consecutive" polarizations of Xl, X3 ("end" of )(i = "origin" 
of X2, "end" of X2 = "origin" of X3). Let/h = ~2 ~1 ~3 ~2 . By the proof of 
Claim 1.1, }~ = (~)b,,  preserving the polarization. Then ((gl)b,, Y2) = ((91)b,, (Y1)b,) 
is coherent with (91, Y1). From Theorem 3.3 (uniqueness) it follows that 
= (g l l )~ j , (g l )~: ,~: ,~( ,  = (gl l ) .~,_- , (gl)X; , -~:,~C~ 
We can write 
[gl,g2] = [gl, (g~l)Z2-l(gl).~2-,~3-1] -~ [9,, (911)~21J'igl.~(gl)~fl~3-l](gl).~_,. 
By Lemma 2.1(3) [9~, (g~)~-?,] = 7, which implies 
[g,, 0, )£  ,~  ,] = [91, (g,)~ ,]~_,~ = 7~_,, = 7.  
, , = ~_-1 = 7 -1. Thus [g~,g2] = We also have [g, (g~-')x/~] = [9, (g,)x2-,](-J,):,.:, (,,)x; 
7.7 -1  =1.  
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 9. 
Assume now that ~,  ~'2 are transversal. As in the proof of Lemma 4.2, we can find 
a half-twist 5~ C /~,~ such that T is adjacent o Y~, }I2 and !~] = (~)~_~ is disjoint 
from Yj. Let b E/3~ be such that Y:2 = (Yl)b, 92 = (9~)6. Let 9~ = (91)by2 = (92)~" 2. 
Then (9~, Y2 t) is coherent with (gt, ~ ). Since Y~, Y1 are disjoint, we get from the above 
[91,9~] = 1. By Lemma 2.1 9~ = (92)~_~_ = 92~', or 92 = 9~ 7-. Therefore, [gJ,92] = 
[g,,9 d = [g, ,  g ' ]  = 1. [] 
Note. Recall that there exists a natural homomorphism ~ :B,~--+Sn where ~b~(Xi) is 
the transposition (i, i + 1) for a frame {Xi}i~=-i I of /3n. Its kernel P,~ = ker~b~, is 
Z 2 called the pure braid group. Recall from [2,3] that P~ is generated by { ij}, where 
Zij = (Xi)x~+,...Xj ,. 
Definition (/Sn). /~n = ker(/3n ~ Sn), where ~#, is induced naturally from ~ (n ~> 4). 
Proposition 5.2. Assume n >>. 4. Let X~, X 2 be two adjacent half-twists in B~. Let 
c = [X~, X~]. Then the commutant P~ of PT, is generated by c where Cb = c Vb E BT,, 
and c 2 = 1. Moreover, if (Zj, Z2) is another pair of  adjacent half-twists, then 
In particular, if (~  , Y2) and ( Z, , Z2) are two pairs of adjacent hal f  twists then [Z 2, Z~] = 
[ Yl 2 , Y]  I . 
Proof. Let Bn = B,~ [D, K]. Complete J(, and )(2 to 3~,, . . . ,  2(.,~_,, a standard base 
of /3~, i.e., Xi = H(z i )  and z l , . . . , zn_ l  are simple consecutive paths in D. Let 
c = [)(~, 2~2]. Let X = (Xl)x2#3. By Claim 1.0(iii) repeated twice, H = H(z)  where 
z is as in Fig. 9(a). We have a quadrangle formed by zl, x2, z3, x (see Fig. 9(a)). 
Evidently, Xi, Xz, X3, X form a good quadrangle in /~.r~. Thus by Lemma 1.2 
= 2#2:. d.1) 
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~ ~ X2 Denote yl = X 2, Y2 ~- X~,  Y3 = X~, Y4 = (the squares of the edges), dl = 
X1X;_X ,  , d2 = X23~)~ 2 '  (the squares of the diagonals), y' = X2XzXS ' (the square 
of the outer diagonal). See Fig. 9(b) where we denote the paths corresponding to the 
half-twists whose squares we considered here. Clearly, 
( ')  ( ) (d) (d) glY3 = Y3Yl, dl = y ~j~,. Y3 :r2 2 .a,7'-> = 2 ~,~', 
:qly2dl = Y2ylY'  = A~ (a central element of ~) .  
We rewrite (5.1) to get 
- I  
Y4 = Yly3Y2 . (5.2) 
Conjugating (5.2) by Xi,  we get 
d2 = Yl Y3Y ~- 1., (5.3) 
conjugating (5.2) by )(2 we get y4 = dl (d2)y/, • y21 Since dl t -1 • = y ly  Yt , 
t --1 (5.3) ,' --I t--I --I --1 
Y4 = YlY Yl y3d2Y31Y21 = YlY Yl y3y ly3y Y3 Y2 • 
We compare the last expression with (5.2) to get 
y1~ 2yr- ly-1 Y3 , Y3, or  [y',y2] =1.  (5.4) 
Since Y, Y3 are squares of two adjacent half-twists in/3n, and any two pairs of adjacent 
half-twists are conjugate, we conclude from (5.4) that: 
If Z,,  Z2 is a pair of adjacent half-twists in/3~,, I2~, 24] = 1, (5.5) 
which also implies that [22, 22] = [2~ 2, ~2] = [212, 2221 = [212 ,  222] .  
Conjugating (5.2) by )~-1 3 we get 
di = y ly3(d2)y~ = yly3 " y3d~lY31 -- y ly  2 " d21 -~ (5.5) - I  
_ 3 Y3 = y~d:  Y3. 
We have by (5.5) that 1 = [y~, Y2] = [Y,, Y2]y?-," [Yl, Y2]. Denoting c = [Yl, Y2], we can 
write 
c -1 or = c - I  cy,, ~ , cy~ (5.6) 
Denote by t53 the subgroup of/3~ generated by yl, y2, dl, and by c~ = A 2 3 = y lyzd l  = 
y2y ly  ~ (a central element of/53), so that 
t I --IOZ ' Y = Y~- :q2 (5.7) 
So, 
= [y,,y2]z, = [y , , J l  ] 
-1 - [Y2, Yl] = c-  . =YI  "Y I IY210~" Y~I "O~-IY2yJ = y21y~-1y2yl = [y: ,Yl  II = L 
Thus we have c2. ~ = (c - l )~,  = c. By (5.6) c~ = c~ = c - I .  
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We compare the last two results to get c = c-J or 
c a=l  and cy~ =c .  (5.8) 
Using a conjugation which sends (X1, X2) to (X2, X1 ), we obtain from (5.8) 
CS.. I = C - I  x2 , or c~2 = c. (5.9) 
(5.8) and (5.9) show that Vz E B3 (the subgroup of/3~ generated by XI, 322) we have 
Cz = c. (5.10) 
Consider now 
= ' = y ,y3 .  (y ,y ' - ' y? 'y ' )y ; ' y? '  
(5.10) 
= y ly3cY31y l  1 : Cylly31 : Cyl3 : Cy 3 : C~,  
in short c~ = c~3. This implies c:~ 3 = c. 
Since c = [X~, X2], we have VP(j, j />  4, c~,j = c. Therefore, Vj, c~ = c, and thus 
Vb E B,~ Cb = c. 
Let (Y1, Y2) be another pair of adjacent half-twists. Since every 2 pairs of adja- 
cent half-twists are conjugate in /3n, 3b ~ /3n such that  [Yl 2 , ~'22] = [S t ,  Z2]b :- Cb. 
Since Cb = C Vb E Bn, [~2,~2] = c. Since c 2 = 1, c E Center(/?n), we also have 
[~2 ~-2] = [~-2, ~-2] = c. In particular, if (Z1, Z2) is  another pair of adjacent half- 
twists, [~2, ~]  :_ [~2 Y.22 ] = c. Because any two disjoint and transversal half-twists 
of Bn commute, and P,~ is generated by Z~j = (3~/2)~,+~...~_,, 1 ~< i < j ~< n, we 
conclude that -P~ is generated by c. [] 
Remark 5.3. Throughout the rest of the paper we will use c for the generator of P~'~. -  
We also recall from the above proposition that c = [3~, X 2] for any two consecutive 
half-twists in Bn, c E Center B,~ and c 2 = 1. 
6. On the structure of/3~ and/3  
In Proposition 6.4 we establish a Bn-isomorphism between P,~ and the B~-group, 
G(n),  whose definition and structure are given before the proposition (Claim 6.2). Propo- 
sition 6.4 will be used in the final section when we give the simplest criterion for a prime 
element. Corollary 6.5 establishes the fact that Bn is an extension of a solvable group 
by a symmetric group, which is a structure type theorem for B,~. 
• If G is a group, we denote its abelianization by Ab(G). Recall that Ab(Bn) -~ Z. (This 
follows from the fact that Bn is generated by the half-twists and every two half-twists 
are conjugate to each other (Claim 1.1(c)). 
Definition (P~,o). P~,o = ker(Pn -+ Ab Bn) ("degree zero" pure braids). 
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Def in i t ion  (/~n,o). /3n,o is the image of P=,o in /3 ,  
Remark 6.0. Let X t , . . . ,X , , - I  be a frame of B,~, Zij = (Xi)x~+,...xj_,. Since P,; 
--'~ - - -2  is generated by {Z2j}i<j (see [2]), /3,,.0 is generated by {X~Zij  }i<j. If .~,, . . . ,  9-,. is 
another set of generators for/5,~.o, then {X1,9 , , . . . ,  9-~ } generates/Sn. 
Lemma 6.1. Let Xj, X~ be two consecutive half-twists in B , .  Let u = (f(2)~_, f(g-2. 
2 
Then u E Pn,o, u is a prime element in P,  (considered as a B,~-group), X,  is its 
supporting half-twist and c = IX 2, X 2] is its corresponding central element. 
Proof. Clearly, u ~ P,,0. We often use here the fact that (XJ)x;-, = (X2)x, as well 
as the fact that IX1 ~2, .~f2] = c, i.e., )~I2X 2 = cXsX]-~ - 2  and (X i )x f '  = (X()x2c for 
e E Center(Bn), c 2 = 1. In particular, z, = (X-i)x, ,X 2 = (X2)~ X2 2. Complete XI, 
X2 to a frame of B,~: X l , . . . ,  X,~_,. ((Xi, X~+l) = 1 and IXi, Xj] = 1, l i - j l  > 2). We 
shall use Lemma 2.4, and so we must check conditions (1), (2a), (2b), (3) of Lemma 2.4. 
. . . .  (XI)K'2" Let c (1) We have u~_ (X 2 . )y ; ,  X22 ~-2 = {X~,X2]. By 
Proposition 5.2, (X , ) :~  = (X~ ")~. ,c. Thus uy ,  = 0~.  ~ = u-~c. By 
Proposition 5.2, we also know that cb = c Vb E/3~, c ~ Center/3,~ and c 2 = 1. 
(2a) Since IX[, A'22] = c, u~_, = ()(2)~72 .X2 2 ~2- - '~  = . = cX IX2 . ~2 .  X], and 
"I~XCIxII = (X2a)~ i • X 2 = (X  l - )V 2 - X~ = c (X  1 )~:1 .  X2. 
On the other hand, u 'u~( ,  = )~.  ()(~-2)~2_,.)~2 2. _~2 = c(~t-2)~._.  0~2. We get 
-1  
(2b) Using (1), we can write 
- = .c .  
. X ,  ~ 
Conjugating by )~-I and using (2a) we get, 
~-~-~21~i-I = (~ ])w~21~/1 "C = ~]2 ,~" C, 
Using (1) again we write 
x ( '  x Z 
(We use Ux-, = X2 2. X 2 and [u,u.VT, ] = [()~2)V_,. )~22, X22A "2] = c .c .c  = c.) 
Thus, 
(3) Clearly, Vj ~ 4, u~ = u. We need to check that u~ = u. Consider tt~.(, = 
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- ' . ,  
""--- - - - - -~( x 0 X ~ 
Fig. 10. 
Since u can also be written as 
'~ ~ .~2 ~= (2,~)~;, .x22= x;~. (~)~;, .~= x22.( ,)~:, 
we have; 
• = (x , )~.  (~2~)#1.  *>~ (~,~),V'~V,-' -2 
The last equality is valid since {(_~,)#, 0(2, (0(2)# ,, (XI)#,-,#7, } form a good quad- 
rangle. See Fig. 10 for the curves representing the quadrangle. (Recall that (XI)x2 = 
Construction of G(n) 
For n ~> 3 we define the group G(n) as follows: 
Generators: l, ul, u2, . . . ,  ~n-1 .  
Relations; 
[Sl,Ui]= 1 Vi= 1,3 , . . . ,n - I ;  
[u~,u j ]=l  when li -- jl1> 2; 
I~,, u2] = [u~, u~+,] v i  -- 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n - 2; 
[Ul,U2] ~-~ [Ul, ?~2]s, = [?.tl,U2]~z i Vi  ~-~ 1,2 , . . . ,n -  1; 
[Ul ,U2] 2 : 1. 
We denote: [u~, u21 by u. Clearly, u ~ Center(G(n)), G(n) -- {1, ,,} and t ,2 = 1. 
Equivalent construction of G(n) 
Consider a free abelian group A(n) with generators &, Vj, . . . ,  V,~l and a skew- 
symmetric Z/2-valued bilinear form Q(x, y) on A(n) defined by: 
Q(S ' I ,V / ) : :O  Vi = 1 ,3 , . . . ,n -  1; 
Q(V/, Vj) = 0 when [i - j] ~> 2, 
Q(S I ,V2)=Q(V/ ,~+!)= 1 Vi= 1 ,2 , . . . ,n -2 .  
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One can check that there exists a unique central extension G of A(n) by Z/2 with 
Ab(G) -~ A(n) (C  ~- Z/2) and Ix, y] = Q(~, ~), Vx, 9 ~ G and ~ ~ the images of x, 
y in A(n). 
Claim 6.2. (1) The above central extension is isomorphic to G(n). 
(2) Ab(G(n)) is a free abelian group with n generators (i.e., A(n)) and G(n)' ~ Z/2 
generated by u = [ul, u:]. 
(3) The following formulas define a B,-action on G(n).for { X,,  . . . , Xn- I  }, a frame 
of B,,. 
-~l-action )~2-action J(k-action, k >/3 
81 --3- 31 81 ---} ~281 81 -~ 81 
~1 - -+U~ I~ ~1 --+U2Ul Uk-- I  - -+~kUk I 
uj -+ uj Yj ) 3 u3 --~ u2u3; Uk+l --+ UkUkWI 
Uj --+W Vj ) 4 uj --+uj V jCk -  l,k, k + I 
(4)Letb E Bn, Y= (X,)b. Then the y2-actiononG(n) coincideswith the conjugation 
by (Si)b. 
(5) Let 
/f ( i , j )  = (1,a): 
~' i=1,  j~>2; 
81 
/ ~ / Claim 6.2(3) 
tS I )x2 . . .X5_  , ~ ~- U j _ l . . .U281)  
= (~q l ) X2 . . .~j  _1Xl , . .X i_  1 (6 .1)  8i j  
~ l~ . u j _  I . . ,2£  I . U i _ l  " . " ~t2s1 
( u. uj - i  ' ' 'UlSl 
if i>~3, j> i ;  
i f i=2 ,  j >i .  
Then 
= ~u i f{ i , j}N{k , l}= 1; 
( 1 otherwise. 
(6) Let Fn-I be the subgroup of G(n) generated by {sn-l,,,, sn-2,,~,..., si,}. The 
generators X l , . . .  ,X , - I  of B~-i  act on Fn-i as follows: 
(8 jn )~ =- S jn  j C k, k + l; 
S- - i  (sk+l,,)~,. ~ sk~u = Sk+I,**SkT~k+l,,,, (6.2) 
fo rk= 1 . . . .  ,n -  2. 
Their actions correspond to the standard Hurwitz moves on (Sn--I ,,~, S,~--I ,~, •.. ,  SI,~) 
(see, for example, [3, Chapter 41), and it defines a B,_l-action. 
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(7) There is a natural chain ofembeddings 6/(3) C G(4) C . . .  C G(n  - 1) C G(n) 
corresponding to the chain 
( .S l ,Ul ,U2) C (81,~l ,U2,  U3) C " ' '  C (81 ,U l , . . . ,U , * - I ) .  
Proof. (1), (2), and (3) are easy to verify. 
(4) Consider first the case b = Id. From (3) we get for the X2-action: 
sj --+ sl, u1-+ ul, u2 -+ u2u, uj --+ uj Vj >>. 3. 
At the same time by the first construction 
(81)s, = 81, (Ul)sl ~- Ul, (~2)sl = 811U281 ~--- U2", 
(uj),, =u  3 gj>13. 
Thus )(~-action and sl-conjugation coincide. Consider now any b E B,* and any g E 
G(n). Let h = gb-,. We have 
gl > = = = = = 
(5)-(7) are easy to verify. [] 
Lemma 6.3. Let n ~> 3. Let {X1, . . .  X,*_l} be a frame of B,*. Let 
X, if ( i , j )  = (1,2); 
Zij ~- (Xl)x2. , .x j_t  if i = 1, j >~ 3; 
(XI)x2...Xj_lXl...x~_, if i >1 2, j > i. 
Let Z j  be the image of Zij in Bn. Consider G(n)  as a Br~-group as in Claim 6.2. 
Then there exists a unique B,*-surjection An :P,* --+ G(n) with A,*(ff 2) = sl and 
An(ZZj) = sij for 1 <. i < j <~ n. (In particular, An(f f  2) = sl.) 
Proof. Use induction on n. 
By definition/53 is obtained from P3 by adding the relations rZ2 Z 2 1 f~2 ~2 1 L 12, 231 ~ t 12' 131 
22 ~2 [ Z223, Z213J1 and [ 12, Z23]  ~ ~--- 1. By Proposition 5.2 the embedding/93 C P4 induces a 
homomorphism t53 ~/34.  For n = 3, A3:/53 -+ G(3) must be defined by A3(Z2j) = sij, 
1 ~ i < j ~< 3. One can check directly that A3 is well defined, and that it is a /33- 
surjection. Uniqueness of such A3 is evident. 
Assume now that n/> 4 and the desired A,*-I :/5,*-1 + G(n - 1) exists. 
We shall establish first a surjection A,~ : Pn -~ G(n). Considering 
{x, ,x2} c {xl,x2,x3} c . . - c  {x , , . .  
we get a chain of embeddings B3 C /34 C -.. C Bn and the corresponding chain 
P3 C P4 C ... C Pn. To the latter corresponds a chain of homomorphisms: 
/53 ~/54  LS""~ /sn-, i,~_~ /5,,. 
The Zij's defined here are in fact the same as those defined in Remark 6.0 (by 
Claim 1.0(iii) and thus they generate P,*. For our proof it is better to use tlese defi- 
nitions of Zij's. It is also known that P,* m Pn-1 ~ Fn-~, where Pn-i is the subgroup 
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of Pn generated by {Z{j I 1 ~ i < j <<. n -  1}, F,~-i is the free subgroup of P,~ 
generated by {ZiZ,, I 1 ~< i ~ n - 1}, and the semidirect product P ,_ j  b< Fn- i  is defined 
according to the P,,_ i-action on F,~_ 1 which comes from the Bn-l-action by conjuga- 
tion (using Bn- l c Bn D P,) .  The latter coincides with the standard B,~_j-action on 
F~,_I (the generators X,~-2, . . . ,  XI of B,~_ i correspond to standard Hurwitz moves on 
(Z~_l ,n ,Zn_2 .... ' ' ' ,  
Using the canonical map P,~-I --+ -P,~-I. we obtain from A,,_j a Bn_j-surjection 
A,~-t "Pn ~ -+ G(n  - 1). For the free subgroup Fn_, of P,~ generated by {Z~ ] 
n - 1 ~< i ~< 1} define #n-~ :F~_~ --+ G(n)  by #,_,(Z2~) = s~,~. Considering P,~ as 
P~,-i K Fn- l ,  we define A,~ :P,~ -+ G(n), which on P~-i  coincmdes with 
/~n--1 : Prz-1 ~ G(T~ -- 1) C G(n) 
(see Claim 6.2(7)) and on Fn- i  coincides with p,~-i : Fn - I  --+ G(n). To show that such 
A,~ exists one has to check the following: 
Claim 1. The conjugation of #~_ l (F,,_ 1 ) by elements of A,~_ 1 (Pn-1 ) (C G (n)) coin- 
cides with the Pn-1-action defined by Pn-l c Bn-l  C B ,  --+ Bn and the given Bn- 
action on G(n). That is, Vf E #~-l(Fn- l )  andVh of the form .4~-l(Y) (Y E P~-I) 
we must have h-l fh  = f~. 
Proof. Since Vb E Bn-,,  .4~-l((X2)b) = (Sl)b we see from Claim 6.2 that Vf 
#n- , (Fn - l ) ,  J'X~-,((X~)b) = (fs,)b = f(X~)b" Since Pn-I  is generated by {Z2j I 1 <<. 
i < j <~ n-  1}, i.e., by {(X~)b ] b E Bn} we get (1). [] 
Claim 2. The P~_j-action on #n-l(F~-l)  (defined by P,~-I C B~-l C B~ -+ B~ and 
the given Bn-action on G, n)) comes from the Bn-l-action on #n-1 (Fn-1) in which 
Xr~-2, •.. ,  X1 correspond to the standard Hurwitz moves on (s~-l,n, Sn-2,~, • • •, s l ,) .  
Proof. It tbllows immediately from Claim 6.2(6). [] 
Thus, Claims 1 and 2 are true and we can extend XTz_I, ]Zn_ 1 tO a homomorphism 
For 1 ~< i < j ~< n-  l, An(Z2j) = An-l(Z~j) = sij, and for 1 <~ i ~< n-  l, 
S,t(Z2in) = ]~n_l(Z2in) =. 8in, Thus A,~(Zi2j) = sij for 1 ~< i < j ~< n. 
Using induction, one can check directly that An is a Bn-homomorphism (recall that 
by Claim 6.2 we have explicit formulas for s~j's). 
Since Sl~ = un-l . . . . .  U2Sl (see (6.1)), u~-i  = Sln(Un-2"' "ue.sl) - l .  Thus G(n) 
is generated by G(n-  1) and sl~. But G(n - 1) = A~-l(Pr~-l) = A~(P~-l)  and 
Sl,~ = A,~(Z2~), and thus A,, is a Bn-surjection. 
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Let N = ker(P~ --+ fin) (= ker(Bn --+ /3~)). Let T = X223222Z( -42.  By 
Claim 1.2(b), N is generated by {Tb [ b E Bn}. We have 
 n(r) = L (T )  = ' 
Claim 6.2 
= 81 • /]'//,3U2Ul ./Z281 . 8112Zl Iu21/ ] .  811U21U3 1 
~- 81//U3U2//. 811U21U31 
(since sl commutes with u3, [sl, u2] = u E CenterG(n) and u 2 = 1) 
= u 2 (since [u3,u2] = u) = Id. 
Since An is a Bn-homomorphism, weget An(Tb) = Id Vb E Bn, and thus A~(N) = ld. 
Hence ,/~ defines canonically a/?n-surjection An: f%~ G(n) with A~(X~) = sl. 
Uniqueness of such An follows from the fact that Pn is generated by the B,~-orbit of 
X~. [] 
Theorem 6.4. There exists a unique Bn-isomorphism An" Pn --+ G(n) with An(c) = u 
(see Remark 5.3 and Claim 6.2), s.t. Pn,o is Bn-isomorphic to the subgroup Go(n) of 
G(n), generated by Ul, . . . ,  un-l.  In particular." 
(1) Ab fn  is a free abelian group with n generators. 
(2) Ab Pn,o is a free abelian group generated by n - 1 prime elements where c is the 
~ ~ Z/2, generated by c. commutator f any 2 of them. P'~ = P~,o ~- 
(3) Pn,o is a primitive Bn-group generated by the Bn-orbit of a prime element 
u = ~f2 ,  where X1, X2 are consecutive half-twists in Bn, T = Xz 'X l f (2  is the 
supporting half-twist for u, and ¢ = IX21, X~] is its corresponding central element. 
Proof. We first prove (3), since we useit toprove that he surjection An from Lemma 6.3 
is in fact an isomorphism. Complete Xl, X2 to a frame -~l, • • •, )(n- l of/3n. We apply 
conjugation by )(2 on Lemma 6.1 and conclude using Lemma 2.2 that u is prime, 
its supporting half-twist is X2lX1X2 and its corresponding central element is c. By 
Remark 6.0, fn,0 is generated by {-,Y22/~2 I I ~ i < j ~ 7/,}. Since )(~. ,~iS 2 = 
)(22~/2 • 2~i. Z~'/~ 2 and both  2f,2 i. 2 are conjugates of u (by Claim 1.1(f)), 
f~,0 is generated by the B~-orbit of u. Therefore, Pn.0 is a primitive Bn-group. Thus, 
we proved (3). 
Polarize each Xi (and)(i) according to the sequence (X l , . . . ,  Xn-1) (the "end" of 
Xi = the "origin" of Xi+l). By Theorem 3.3 Vi = 1 , . . . ,n  - 1, S a unique prime 
element ~i = L(u ,~- l ) (X i )  E fn,0 such that (~i,)(i) is coherent with (u,)(1). Clearly 
~1 = u. By Lemma 3.1 the corresponding central element of ~i, i = l , . . . ,  n, is also c. 
By Proposition 4.1(1) and (2) we have Vi = 1, . . . ,  n -  1: 
--1C (~i)~?, = ~i , (~i)~(-j, --- ~ i - , ,  (~i)~&, = ~i~+l. (6.3) 
It is also clear (Axiom (3)) that Vj ¢ i, i - 1, i + 1 
(~i)~j =~i. (6.4) 
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We see from (6.3), (6.4) that the subgroup of J~,~,0 generated by {~1,..., (n-1 } is closed 
under the/3,~-action. Since/~,~,0 is generated by the B,~-orbit of u = (I, we conclude that 
-Pn,0 is generated by {~1 . . . .  , ( ,_ ,  }. This implies (see Remark 6.0) that /5  is generated 
by {X~, ~1, ~2,..., ~,~-, }. 
Since XI and X2 are consecutive, X2 = ()(i)~2 ,~ ] (Claim 1.0(ii)). By the unique- 
ness of Theorem 3.3, 
which equals (0((2)~. 2 • ~2 ({1 = u). Thus 
[J~2, ~2] =c.  (6.5) 
By Lemma 5.! we have 
/c  i f [ i - j [=  1, 
1 if ]i - j ]  >/2. (6.6) k 
Observe also that 
("~()-~2 = ~2 "X~" (6.7) 
Formulas (6.3)-(6.7) show that we can define a/?,~-homomorphism Mn :G(n) -+/5  
with M,,(Sl) = )(~, M,~(ui) = ~i, i = 1,...  ,n - 1. (See Claim 6.2.) 
Since ~b~ is generated by the/3,~-orbit of )~2 and G(n)  is generated by the/3,-orbit 
of s i, we conclude that As and Mi,, are inverses of each other. [] 
The next corollary immediately follows from Theorem 6.4. 
Corollary 6.5. (1) We have the following sequence for B,~: 
-- P;~,o < . < 
where: 
B,~/P,  ~_ Sn, 
= z2 .  
(2) /3~ is an extension of  a solvable group by a symmetric group. In particular, it is 
"almost solvable", i.e., it contains a solvable group with a finite index. 
7. Criterion for prime element 
The criterion for an element of a /?n-group to be prime, presented in this section 
(Proposition 7.1), is simpler to use than previous ones but its proof is much longer. The 
proof contains 8 lemmas. This criterion will be used in the application of this paper to 
study fundamental groups which turn out to be B,~-groups. 
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Proposition 7.1. Assume n >~ 5. Let G be a Bn-group, (X~, X2 , . . . ,  Xn-1)  be a frame 
of Bn. Let S be an element of G with the following properties: 
(0) G is generated by {Sb, b ~ /3,~}; 
(2) For ~" = SS~_ , ,  T = S~2, we have: 
(2a) ~-~.( = 7; 
7-z ~ • (2b) "rT = X, '  
(3) = s v j />  3; 
(4) S~ = S, where c -- rxe X 2] L 1,  21" 
Then S is a prime element of G, XI  is the supporting half-twist of S and "r is the 
corresponding central element. In particular, T 2 = 1, ~- ~ Center(G), % = ~- V b ~/3~. 
Proof. The proof includes several emmas. From Theorem 5.2, e c Center(/~n), C 2 : 1. 
From Theorem 6.4 it follows that /~ is generated by e. P~ is a normal subgroup of B~. 
Write B~ = Bn/P ' ,  P~ = P,~/P'~ = Ab fin. Clearly, Pn  is a commutative group. We 
= 
have ~b n : Bn -~ Sn. By abuse of notation we use ~bn for ~bn. Let Y E Bn. By abuse of 
notation we denote the image of Y in/3n or in Bn or in Pn  by the same symbol Y. It is 
.= 
clear that/3n acts on P~ (through conjugations) as the symmetric group Sn = B,~/Pn. 
Since S~ = S and c C Center/3m we have Vb C/?n (Sb)~ = Sb~ = (S~)b = $6. Since 
G is generated by {Sb, b C Bn} we have V 9 E G, 9~ = 9- In particular, we conclude 
that/3n acts on G as its quotient B,~; in other words, G is a Bn-group. 
Let (D ,K)  be a model for B,~, K = {a l , . . . ,an} ,  B,~ = Bn[D,K] .  Take any 
ai~, ai2 C K. Let 'Tj, '72 be two different simple paths in D - (K  - a~, - ai2) connecting 
a~, with a~ 2, let H(71 ), H('72) be the half-twists corresponding to '7~, '72, and let ~r(7~ ), 
_H('7~) be the images of H(71 ), H('72) in B~. 
Lemma 7.2. Let "71, 72 be two simple paths in D - { K - ai, - ai2 } connecting ai~ with 
Then = 2. 
Proof. Choose a frame of Bn (Yl , . . .  , Yn~- l )  such that YI = H(T1). Let b E Bn be 
such that "72 = (Tl)b, that is, H(71)b = H(72). Let ~ be the image of Yi in Bn. 
Let crl be the image of b in Sn. Since (a~)b = ai, (aj)b = aj, al E Stab(i) n Stab(j) 
in Sn. The subgroup of Bn generated by Y3,. . . ,  I~,~-1 is mapped by g)n : Bn-+Sn onto 
Stab(i) A Stab(j). Choose {91 in this subgroup with its image in Sn equal to Crl. Clearly, 
(~)~, = ~.  Since the image of/9~-1b in S~ is equal to cr~-lcrl = Id, we have ~-l/~ E pn.  
Since P~ is commutative when considering ~2 as an element of P~, (~2)6;, ~ = ~2. 
Thus, we have 
H('72) 2 = ~r('7,)~ = (y?)~,~C,~ = (~)~; ,~ : ~2 = £r('7,)2. [] 
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.% 
Definition (fij). Vi , j  E (1 , . . . ,n ) ,  i ¢ j ,  we define fi:/ C P,, as follows: take any 
simple path 7 in D (K  - ai - aj)  connecting ai with %. Let f i j  = H(7)  2. Lemma 7.2 
shows that this definition does not depend on the choice of 7. We choose for i < j • 
f (x2)x ,+,  . . . . .  x j  ,, 2<j  ~, 
X; ,  i + l = j. 
It is clear that for crL the image in S~ of b ~/3,,  we have 
(.Lj)b .f(~)~,,,(j)~,. 
It is clear from our choice of "), for ,fij = /~(.),)2 that 
~,, (-0(7)) (,:,j). 
% 
It will be convenient to use the following notation for g C G and b ~/3 , .  
% .% 
Notation ([g, b]). For g ~ G, b ~ B ,  and the action of/3,~ on G, we denote [g, b] = 
-1 
9 " 9~, ~. 
One can check that: 
.qb = .q +~ [g, b] = 1, 
)F ' ,b l  : [g,b]-', 
[~,.~j~, v] :: [.q2, b]~:, • [g,, b], 
[9, bl~ -- g~(g~')b)' ' 
Ig, b-'] = [9,b];'. 
[.q, b, b2] = [9, b,]. [9, b2]b:,. 
% 
Notation (Qb&m). Vb C B , ,  Yl, m C (1 , . . . ,  n), 1 ¢ m, we denote Qb,l,,~ = [Sb, fl-,~ ]" 
Lemma 7.3. 
(i) Let b ~ B,,, be such that ({1,2})~,(b) ~ {l, m} = O. Then Qb,t ..... = 1. 
(ii) Let Q - -  Qld,  l,3 = [S, fl31]. Then Q~;  , = Q. 
Proof. 
(i) Let { l l ,ml}  = ({l,m})~),~(b) I. So (flrn)b-' = fl,~,~,. We have 
{1,2} N { / , ,ml}  = 0, 
that is, 3 ~< Ii, 3 ~< rnl. By our choice, fl,~ is a product of Xj for j ~> 3. Thus, using 
property (3) of S we get Sf,,.,,,, = S. In other words, IS, f1~),,,,l = 1. We get 
(Q,,.,.~),,, = [s,,,S,,2jb_, = Is, (S2),~ , ] -  [s,s~,L,]--1.  
and so Qb.t,m = 1. 
(ii) From S~Flxi_ ,  - 5; ~Sy F, (assumption (la) of Proposition 7.1) it follows that 
S~; , = SSy ,  ,~ , , .  Applying X~-J, we get 
S~ ,y  , =SSy#,~,_~ ~ (7.1) 
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~ .  O,.$- 
Fig. 1 1. 
which, after applying )~1,  gives 
Since S~.__,~, ~ 2, = S~;-,~2-,E7, = S~,~;- , ,  we obtain 
-1 S~;_, = S~_,~7,S~_,~_,~_, ~ ,. (7.2) 
2 .1 2 I 3 2 
Let bl = ) ({ ' -~- 'X3- ' ) fz - ' .  Observing that (f ,3)~ 5, = f,2, we get from (7.2): 
Qk ,  = [S~_,,_. (f,]'.)~_,].~ = [S~.-,~.-,Sb-,', f,2~]. Thus 
, f - J ]  , 0~2'  = [Sb] 1 12 3S~; ,x3 , '  [SV2 'l~;"fl21]" (7.3) 
Since ~b,~(bl) = (2 3)(1 2)(3 4)(2 3) (products of transpositions), ({ 1,2})~b,~(bn) = 
{3,4}. Since {3,4} ~ {l,2} = ~, we get from (i) that Qb,,,,2 = 1. Thus, [sg', f~ ~] = 
[&, - l  -1 -r = (Q<,I,2)&, (7.3) now gives , f ie JS H 
Q2;, = [S~2_,~3,, f~ ' ] .  (7.4) 
Consider a quadrangle formed by {al, a2, a3, as}, as in Fig. 11. By Lemma 1.2, we 
can write in P,~: f35fJ2 = fz.sfl3, or fl2 = f~51f25f13, fj-21 = f~31f -I 25 f35. 
From (7.4) we get 
--1 --I , , " [S~2~K-;,, f25 f35]A3. (7.5) Q-x2' = [S~_,~.~, f,3 f25 f35] = [S~-,V3, fl3 I] - '  
Consider 
[S~[,~3_,, ffs~ f35] = [S~lz.~#l,  f2551] . [~,~21~-l, f35] f25 
= g; ' ] - '  
2 3 f35 1 f25 
: O~- '~ ' ; '  ,2,5' (O~i-1 iyC ' ,3 ,5 ) .  f~7 1 f25 " . .
Since ~b(X2-'-X3-' ) = (2 3)(3 4), the images of {1,2} under it are {1,4}. But {1,4} n 
{2,5} = (a and {1,4} A {3,5} = 0. Thus, we get by (i) that 
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QY?'~;-',2,5 = QY('27' ,3,5 = 1, 
= f13 1. By (7.1) S -i [S~_,~_,, - i  and so [ ~_ ,y  ,, f25 f35] = 1. (7.5) now implies Q~.-, 
2 3 " _ 2 3 
which gives 
f~' ]  = [S~( - ,~;,,f,-3']s-, " [S, f~']  
= (Q~: '~c '~: ' , , ,3 )s - ,  Q 
The value of ~(2V~2~'2;  ~)(= (2 3)(1 Z)(3 4)) on {1,2} is {2,4}. Since {2,4}N 
{1,3} = 0 we get from part (i) of the lemma that Q~, ,~,~3, , I .3  = 1, therefore, 
Qy: ,  = Q. [] 
Lemma 7.4. v = Q- I .  
Proof. By the assumption on v, S~.I, = S- Iv.  By definition of T, T~_2 = S:~(,~(:.  
We apply assumption (la) twice to get, using S~._, = S-iT, that 
Thus 
T~_~ = v- IT ,  or v -I = T~?._T - j .  (7.6) 
Applying )~2 on (7.6) and using v~ = v (assumption (2a)), we get 
• T21 - - "  = /13 ]~" ' V - I =  T x~ = [T ,X,  "] = [S~.2-,, f121] = IS, - I  IS, -1  
Lemma 7.3 
= Q~; ,  = Q, 
that is, 
v -1 =Q,  or v=Q-1  [] (7.7) 
Lemma 7.5. Vj ~> 3, Vx~ = V. 
Proof. F romv=SS'~,  , andS~.  =SVj>/3 i t fo l lowsthatvy j  =7V j~>3.  [] 
Lemma 7.6. v~. = v. 
Proof. Let us use now v21 
XI  
v~,_ = v. Thus, 
= V T ((2b) of Proposition 7.1). By Lemmas 7.3 and 7.4 
= s= ~ ,vs= , = (s - 'vs )~: ,  = (vs )~ ,. 
TT = TSXg l  X2  A2 _ 2 
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SO , = = = or  
"r= j - (7.8)  TS = x~x 2. 
Since T~ = T and S~. 3 = S, we get (Ts )~ 3 = TS and 
T-- I  T~-'~-2x L = ( s )~'3 = T~-l = T~._ ,~.  (7.9) 
Applying 3~2 - l on (7.9), we get ~-x , - ' x2x~- '  = T~._,. Since ~-x3 = T and (Xz, X3) = 
l, T~_,~2~3~f,  = T~, 'K~-'Y-2X3 = T~(,~,  'XZX~ = TY;,-'X2X3" Thus 
T~,_,~2~3 = T~_,.  (7.10) 
Combining formulas (7.9)-(7.10) we get ~_~ = T~_,x~. Applying it to )( l  we get 
"r = r2_,~22,  = r~2~,~_~ = r~,2Z, .  Thus r = r~,~.?, ,  or r~, = ry  2 = r. [] 
Lemma 7.7.  r~.j = 7 V j  = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n - 1. 
Proof .  By Lemmas 7.3-7.6. [] 
Lemma 7.8.  TS = 7 -~.  
Proof .  From T~., = ~-~: = ~- and (7.8). [] 
Lemma 7.9.  TS : T.  
Proof .  Consider assumption ( lb)  of Proposit ion 7.1 
S~,~.21~. , - ,  = S~.. 1 ~ . x, S~, x7,  
Using S~ 7, = S -1T  and Ty, = r ,  we get S = S=JT'x~ or S='x, = ST- I '  S:~, = TS- ' .  
Assumption ( lb)  now gives (using 7-~ : T Vi = 1 , . . . ,  n - 1) 
= ST- '  . TS~; , = SS~x;_ , =ST- ' .  "cS~xi-' x? '  
On the other hand, by ( la)  and (2), S~2_,~, , = S-~T.  Thus 
T --1 Sx( ,X( -~ = ~-T-~S. 
We compare the last two expressions to get TT-~S = ST  -~, or 
7 = ST-~S- IT ,  or T~-  ~, = TT  -~. (7.11) 
By Lemmas 7.4 and 7.7 
Qy_ ,  Sy?~ - ' 
Thus 
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Fig. 12. 
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(~ = [S; ;_ , ;2,  ~3 ,, f2~ l ] (7.12) 
(we use ({1,3})e(21'22'x; 1) = ({1,3})(1 2)(2 3)(3 4) = {4,2}). 
Considering a quadrangle formed by a2, a3, a4, a5 (see Fig. 12) we can write in P,,~ 
= = f34  f95 fs5. From (7.12) we (Lemma 2.2) f35f24 = f25f34, or f24 f351f25f34, f-124 1 _ 1 
get, denoting by b = )~[-x)~[i)~[l 
-1 
Q = [S~_ ,~; ,~; , ,  f2~ 1] = [Sb,/341/25 f35] 
= [Sb, f341] IS0, f-125 f35] f34 = Qb,3,4" [Sb, f251 ] f~4". [So, f35]fzsf34. 
=Qb,3.4" (Qb,2,5)La" [Sb,/351] -1 = Qb&4" (Qo,2,5)I3a" (Qb,3,s)x 1' (7.13) 
' f3~ I/25/34 
Now, ({1,2})'&(b) = {1,2}(1 2)(2 3)(3 4) = {4, 1}. Since {4,1} N {2,5} = 0 and 
{4, l} N {3,5} = 0, we get by Lemma 7.3 that Qb,2,5 = Qb,3,5 = 1, and by (7.13) 
Q ~ Qb,3A" 
We can write 
(using r~. = r Vi). So 
Q = Qb.3.4 = [SX/ Iw~2lx31  , f34-1 ] f34=X~ [T~ctT, X 3 -1  ~ 2] 
= E :,,x3 1 = E , ] = I t - ' ,  
Since Q-~3 = Q' we get 
Q : [T-1,212]. 
This implies 
QS t=(T - IT~2)S- I  
(7.14) 
= = r ,T - I  2 (  2~ assumption (3) T}~," (Ts , )~  : s - "  3 J 
(7.11) [7.r_ 1 232]  __-- [T_l,~[32]r , [T,.~3 2] Lemm~ 7.5 [z_ l  ~3 2] 
(7.14) Q~ , 
z 
-I [] Using Q = r - I  we get rs2, = r ,. Thus, rs-~ = r and rs = r. 
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We can now finish the proof of Proposition 7.1. 
By Lemma 2.4, we only have to prove that T 2 : 1, 75 = 7- Vb E B,~ and 7- E 
Center(G). 
By Lemma 7.9, 7-s = 7, and by Lemma 7.8, 7-s = 7--i. Thus, 7- = 7--1 and 7-2 = 1. 
By Lemma 7.7, 7-~, = 7- Vi E (1, . . .  ,n  - 1). Thus rb = r Vb C Bn. 
By Lemma 7.9, 7-s = -r, i.e., [7-, S] = 1. Let b ~ Bn, [if, Sb] = [% ,, S]b = [7-, S]b = 1. 
Thus -r commutes with S# Vb E Bn. Since ker(Bn-+Bn) acts trivially on G, Bn acts 
on G via/~n, and thus 7- commutes with Sb Vb E Bn. 
By assumption (0) of Proposition 7.1, G is generated by {SV}bc.~n. Thus 
7 E Center(G). [] 
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